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ABSTRACT
Incident response playbooks provide step-by-step guidelines to help
security operations personnel quickly respond to specific threat
scenarios. Although playbooks are common in the security industry,
they have not been empirically evaluated for effectiveness. This
paper takes a first step toward measuring playbooks and the frame-
works used to design them, using two studies conducted in an
enterprise environment. In the first study, twelve security profes-
sionals created two playbooks each, using two standard playbook
design frameworks; the resulting playbooks were evaluated by ex-
perts for accuracy. In the second, we observed five personnel using
the created playbooks in no-notice threat exercises within a live
security-operations center. We find that playbooks can help sim-
plify and support incident response efforts. However, playbooks
designed using the frameworks we examined often lack sufficient
detail for real-world use, particularly for more junior technicians.
We provide recommendations for improving playbooks, playbook
frameworks, and organizational processes surrounding playbook
use.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital security playbooks — structured action plans for incident
response — are designed to help organizations prepare for security
breaches and enable quick and appropriate responses. High-stress
situations such as an ongoing data breach may disrupt technicians’
cognitive abilities [25, 37, 46]; playbooks are designed to present
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documented best practices to prompt action and momentum during
incident response.

Playbooks are touted for defending high-value systems, conduct-
ing investigations, and keeping defensive systems up to date [8, 16,
63]. Others highlight the usefulness of checklists and communica-
tions templates for business continuity [33] or promote playbooks
as part of cybersecurity training [42, 48]. The U.S. Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regularly recommends
playbook use for organizations operating critical infrastructure,
such as healthcare [20] and the chemical sector [19]. Further, in
the U.S. President’s recent Executive Order on Improving the Na-
tion’s Cybersecurity, playbook development for incident response is
listed as an important tool for national security [40]. Playbooks are
also commonly used by security professionals; 140 of 200 surveyed
security-operations personnel reported using playbooks [72]. In
many cases, playbooks created for one organization are made avail-
able to the larger security community, where they can be reused
by others (potentially after customization) [5, 39].

But where do playbooks come from, and how do organizations
know they include all the necessary information? Playbook frame-
works are guidelines designed to help organizations identify core
problems and systematically design playbooks tailored for their
environments. Playbook frameworks focus on breaking down com-
plex security processes into steps easily understandable and imple-
mentable by practitioners. Several different playbook frameworks
have been proposed by organizations such as the U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and MITRE [1, 14].

Unfortunately, there has been little to no empirical measurement
of playbooks’ effectiveness for incident response, or of the frame-
works used to design them. As a result, it can be difficult to assess
the benefit of playbooks and playbook frameworks in practice. Do
playbook frameworks effectively support the design of usable and
useful playbooks that improve incident-response outcomes?

We take a first step toward answering this question with two
studies conducted in real-world networks: one evaluating the us-
ability of two frameworks during the playbook design phase, and
one examining the process of implementing security controls based
on playbooks generated from these frameworks and then using
the playbooks during incident response. These small but in-depth
studies allow us to observe the entire playbook process, from design
to use, in an ecologically valid context. This type of close examina-
tion of specific cases can be valuable during early investigation for
building understanding, generating theories and hypotheses, and
providing insights in settings — like incident response — where
larger samples are difficult to access [45].

For these studies, we partnered with two organizations that did
not previously use playbooks but are required to secure trade secrets
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worth millions of dollars. We examined two exemplar playbook
frameworks that have federal-level recognition within the United
States: the Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD) framework
and NIST Computer Security Incident Handling Guide [14, 38, 55,
69] and have been used to create playbooks across the public [19–
21, 29, 74] and private [4] sectors.

First, we introduced 12 personnel to the IACD and NIST frame-
works and asked them to design local playbook instances using
each framework. We measured participants’ perceptions of each
frameworks’ usability and usefulness. Three experts also evaluated
each playbook’s completeness and correctness.

We selected the highest scoring playbooks for evaluation in a
second study: a field deployment. One partner organization imple-
mented the security controls called for by the selected playbooks
in their production networks and adopted the playbooks for use by
their security-operations technicians. Then, with cooperation from
organizational leadership, we conducted three no-notice insider-
threat exercises that would be expected to trigger use of the play-
books. We observed how well the playbooks supported incident
response in practice. While this field deployment was necessarily
small (n=5), to our knowledge it is the first real-world assessment
of playbook utility. Together, our two studies provide significant
insight into the benefits and challenges of using playbook frame-
works, and the resulting playbooks, in practice.

We found that both frameworks had pluses and minuses for de-
signing playbooks. The NIST framework elicited more fine-grained
details for incident response, but IACD allowed technicians to more
quickly identify, in general terms, tasks that needed to be performed.
Both frameworks were considered easy to learn by participants,
but experts determined that the resulting playbooks had high er-
ror rates. Experienced technicians were able to use high-scoring
playbooks successfully during incident-response exercises, but our
novice participant struggled. After redesigning the playbooks —
and the organizational infrastructure surrounding them — based
on lessons learned in the first two exercises, novices in the third
exercise were more successful.

Our observations provide hope that playbooks can, when well
designed and implemented, achieve their stated goal of simplifying
and supporting incident response; however, significant improve-
ment and investment, as well as further systematic evaluation,
are needed. We distill from our results recommendations for im-
provement in playbooks and frameworks, as well as associated
organizational procedures.

2 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
First, we detail the playbook frameworks we chose to evaluate, our
two partner organizations, and the two incident-response scenarios
we selected as targets for playbook design.

2.1 Selected frameworks
We study two frameworks that have U.S. government support, but
guide users toward different focuses: The NIST Computer Secu-
rity Incident Handling Guide (hereafter: the NIST framework) [14],
and Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (hereafter: the IACD frame-
work) [38]. As the following paragraphs detail, the IACD framework
asks users to consider how tasks could be automated, while NIST

instructions emphasize speed of recovery and restoration of avail-
ability. While other proposed frameworks, such as SOTER [57],
exist for digital-security incident-response playbooks, we selected
IACD and NIST because they are currently the most commonly
used frameworks in practice, offer free guides and examples, and
focus specifically on creating playbooks. In fact, IACD and NIST
currently dominate the playbook framework landscape. IACD is
used by several prominent financial institutions [74] and U.S. state
governments [29] and the NIST framework is used by CISA to
develop example playbooks for critical infrastructure and health-
care [19, 21], as well as private enterprises such as Amazon [4] and
Microsoft [31]. Additionally, in our review of several information
security vendor incident response guides, the process for construct-
ing specific playbooks was either left to the reader or given by
reference to NIST or IACD. Lastly, we chose NIST and IACD over
the framework developed byMITRE because the MITRE framework
shares many similarities with IACD (such as a focus on automation)
and is still under development [1]. As noted in Section 1, little
to no publicly-available data supports playbooks’ effectiveness for
incident response, for any framework.

2.1.1 IACD. The IACD framework was created by the U.S. De-
partment of Homeland Security, National Security Agency, and
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory to leverage automation
in incident response [38]. IACD playbooks’ defining feature is a
visual flowchart with essential response actions for humans and
automated systems (Figure 2 in Appendix E).

The IACD framework breaks playbook design into 10 steps. (Sec-
tion 2.3.1 provides a running example in greater detail.) The first
step is to identify the initiating condition: the event or situation
triggering playbook use (e.g., a database breach) and how that event
is detected (e.g., an automated email alert sent to an administrator).
The second step involves listing all possible actions that could occur
in response to the initiating condition, typically via mind mapping.
Practitioners should reference existing best practices to identify
possible actions. Next, playbook designers designate each identified
action as required or optional. For example, generating a written
report that details the incident from beginning to end — which may
provide invaluable insight after the event but does not contribute
directly to response efforts — is expected to be labeled optional.
Steps 4-8 involve grouping actions by function, ordering required
actions sequentially, and interleaving optional actions where ap-
propriate. The designer produces a diagram showing these ordered
relationships and noting steps that should be automated. In step
9, the designer verifies that the playbook terminates either in a
desired end state or in a new initiating condition that flows into
another playbook. The final step ensures the playbook satisfies
applicable regulatory controls and requirements.

2.1.2 NIST. The NIST framework focuses on quick recovery after
a security incident [14]. Using this framework, designers break
a security incident down into three phases and create playbook
content for each. The preparation phase occurs before an incident
and requires analysts to identify critical assets that must be pro-
tected from a particular threat. Playbook content for the detection
and analysis phase should help defenders identify the incident’s
entry point, breadth of impact, potential consequences, and con-
tainment methods. Phase three content — containment, eradication,
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and recovery — should guide defenders in patching or isolating the
attacker’s entry point and other similar potential entry points, in-
creasing monitoring, and safely bringing services back online. Each
phase of a NIST playbook should emphasize communication and
metrics tracking: ensuring essential personnel are informed, victims
are notified, and the scope of impact is thoroughly documented.
While playbook designers may or may not deem communications
as required actions in IACD playbooks, communication is required
throughout NIST playbooks.

Unlike IACD, NIST does not typically result in a visualization of
response actions (although it could). Instead, NIST playbooks typi-
cally provide detailed textual descriptions, intended to be drawn
from institutional procedures or best practices. Section 2.3.2 pro-
vides a detailed running example.

2.2 Our partners
To evaluate playbooks and frameworks in organizations that had
not previously used them, we partnered with two organizations
specializing in digital security. Each organization is responsible for
securing confidential information and trade secrets worth millions
of dollars.1 We spent a year developing relationships with these
organizations, agreeing to memorandums of understanding and
data-handling protocols as well as legal reviews to enable our access.
For anonymity, we refer to them as the network defense center
(NDC) and the security development team (SDT).

NDC manages networks spanning multiple countries and 600
user accounts, with a service-level agreement to maintain avail-
ability levels at or above 98.9% while securing highly-sensitive
customer intellectual property. NDC had 12 employees during the
first study and 13 during the second study.

SDT develops secure applications for nearly 1500 worldwide
customers, often building custom solutions for niche requirements.
SDT employs 28 developers.

Both NDC and SDT must secure their development and pro-
duction environments from malicious attacks, insider threats, and
natural disasters. Both organizations have personnel with a range
of security experience: a few entry-level and the majority with more
than 10 years’ experience. Employees from both are expected to
secure their respective networks, perform incident response duties,
and perform basic triage.

Prior to the study, one co-author reviewed one year’s worth of
incident response reports to better understand the threats both
organizations regularly face as well as their missions, cultures,
customers, and risks. Outside of unexpected service outages, NDC
and SDT collectively experienced three security incidents during
that year. Technicians’ incident response efforts to these events
were ad-hoc, rather than drawing on predetermined plans, policies,
or procedures.

2.3 Selected scenarios
As playbooks are designed to address specific incident scenario, we
needed to select two scenarios to use in our studies. We collaborated
(over nine weeks of discussion) with leaders from NDC and SDT

1We note that although these are large organizations which are willing and able to
devote significant resources to information security, neither had an incident-response
plan for the target scenarios in place prior to our study.

to select two scenarios from the MITRE ATT&CK database [49],
using the following three criteria: (1) both organizations could re-
alistically encounter them; (2) each organization should be able
to quickly and consistently respond to them at any time; and (3)
neither organization had a standard policy or procedure in place
to handle them. We selected brute-force login attempts [50] and
valid credential compromises [52]. Leaders from both organizations
considered insider attacks and password attacks as high-probability,
severe-impact concerns. While we might have preferred to choose
a wider range of scenarios, allowing organizational leadership to
select issues of most concern to them both helped to secure cooper-
ation and ensured strong motivation for incorporating the resulting
playbooks into existing workflows. Further, these scenarios repre-
sent in some sense a best case for playbook design: because these
scenarios are familiar, we can evaluate which aspects of playbooks
and frameworks can fail even for well-understood scenarios.

2.3.1 Brute-force login attempts. In a brute-force login attack, an
adversary attempts to gain unauthorized access by guessing com-
monly used or randomly generated passwords. Here, we focus on
protecting user-level domain accounts from locally-originating at-
tacks. Using the IACD framework, we briefly detail some essential
tasks associated with detecting and responding to brute force at-
tempts from within the network.

The initiating condition is the detection of multiple password-
guessing attempts against one or multiple systems. A centralized
log repository must continuously audit and correlate login failures
from across the network. If a brute-force pattern is detected, the
system should generate an alert (e.g., a dashboard push notification
or email to a technician).

Required actions, in sequential order, might include: identify the
system(s) being attacked; identify the potential attack source; isolate
source and/or victim nodes; install new sensors for traffic monitor-
ing; identify compromised accounts; conduct root-cause analysis;
perform root-cause mitigation; and restore accounts/services. Two
optional action groups might be prioritizing assets (determining
which resources are most important to isolate first) and producing
reports (helping responders understand the situation and make
better decisions).

After these steps, we recognize that the playbook terminates in
a desired end state: the root cause has been patched and affected
services and accounts have been restored. The final IACD step
is to validate that the playbook satisfies regulatory controls and
requirements, such as log retention policies.

2.3.2 Valid credential misuse. Valid credential compromise can
occur, e.g., when a data breach reveals credentials from one account
that can be reused at another site. Here, we focus on protecting
user-level domain accounts from local abuse.

We next walk through a sample NIST playbook that uses honey-
words — usernames and passwords for valid but fictional accounts
— to detect credential misuse [41].

The preparation phase includes the creation of honeyword ac-
counts, ensuring security team members understand the signifi-
cance of the honeywords, and deploying an automated log-event
parser to scan for login attempts associated with the honeyword
account and generate an alert if found.
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The detection and analysis phase starts when a human analyst
receives an alert (e.g., a dashboard push notification or an email).
The analyst should then investigate breadth of impact; for example,
if the honeyword was created on a domain controller, then the
analyst may assume there has been a compromise of all accounts
on the domain controller.

The final containment, eradication, and recovery phase involves
root-cause analysis to determine how the domain controller was
initially compromised and generate a “fingerprint" to check for sim-
ilar compromises on other systems. Next, all affected accounts must
be denied access until they have changed their password. Affected
users and compliance entities (as applicable) must be notified of
the breach. Finally, the incident must be fully documented, and
there may also be regulatory requirements for follow-on security
assessments.

3 PLAYBOOK DESIGN AND EVALUATION
In this section, we detail our first study, exploring the usability
of playbook frameworks. For this study, we sought to understand
whether participants could use the two frameworks to effectively
and efficiently generate playbooks that experts would consider to
be complete and correct.

For this study, we recruited twelve participants from NDC and
SDT, familiarized them with the IACD and NIST frameworks, and
asked them to each design two playbooks specific to their organi-
zations using the two frameworks and our two selected scenarios.
We measured participants’ perceptions of the process, and three ex-
ternal experts evaluated the designed playbooks for thoroughness
and accuracy. We found that although most participants considered
the frameworks reasonably easy to use, about half of the designed
playbooks were rated as insufficiently detailed for real-world use.

3.1 Method
We sought to understand participants’ perceptions of the frame-
works’ usability, as well as whether the resulting playbooks would
be usable in a real-world setting. In this study, we measure usability
following Nielsen [56]: in terms of learnability (ease of first-time
use), efficiency (timely task completion), errors, and satisfaction.2

This study occurred from September through December 2019 and
was approved by our organization’s ethics review board. To protect
our participants and partner organizations, we generalize or redact
details about sensitive information, including job descriptions and
identified vulnerabilities.

3.1.1 Recruitment. We partnered with NDC and SDT to recruit
employees performing daily security functions. Because of their di-
rect role in operations and familiarity with the environment, these
individuals are representative of the type of employees commonly
tasked with developing playbooks. Leadership from both organi-
zations announced the study during group meetings, describing
our motivation and goals while emphasizing that participation
was voluntary. Employees were told that participants would be
introduced to new techniques that could be useful in their work,
and that playbooks from the study would be adopted into daily
practice. Employees and contractors were permitted to participate
2We exclude memorability — usability over time, after periods of disuse — for this
initial exploratory study.

ID Org. Role Years Exp. Study Phase1,2 Order3

P1 NDC Manager 11+ D NBF : ICM
P2 NDC Technician 0-4 D, IR1/2/3 ICM : NBF
P3 NDC Manager 11+ D, I, IR1/2 NBF : ICM
P4 NDC Manager 11+ D, IR1 IBF : NCM
P5 NDC Manager 11+ D NCM : IBF
P6 SDT Manager 11+ D NCM : IBF
P7 SDT Technician 11+ D IBF : NCM
P8 NDC Technician 5-10 D, IR2 NCM : IBF
P9 SDT Technician 11+ D ICM : NBF
P10 SDT Technician 11+ D NBF : ICM
P11 SDT Technician 5-10 D IBF : NCM
P12 SDT Manager 11+ D ICM : NBF
P13 NDC Technician 0-4 IR3 –

E1 – Senior Mgr 11+ E –
E2 – Senior Mgr 11+ E –
E3 – Senior Mgr 11+ E –
1D: Design, E: Evaluate, I: Implement, IR: Incident Response Exercise
2IR1: Dec 2, 2019; IR2: Jan 13, 2020; IR3: March 2, 2020
3Assigned order for playbook design (N: NIST, I: IACD, BF: Brute Force, CM:
Credential Misuse)

Table 1: Participant and expert demographics

during regular work hours but were not otherwise compensated.
We asked NDC/SDT leaders to emphasize that participation in the
study would have no impact on performance evaluations.

3.1.2 Participants. In total, 15 people participated in this study,
including 12 NDC/SDT employees who designed playbooks and
three expert evaluators (discussed in Section 3.1.4). Participant
details are given in Table 1. Our population size was consistent
with previously published studies with similar participant types and
goals [9, 11]. Our sample represented 58% of NDC’s workforce and
21% of SDT’s workforce at the time of the study. Prior to the study,
all design participants (P1-12) said they knew that playbooks were
an industry best practice, but none had used a playbook to respond
to an incident. All design participants had completed at least one
year of on-the-job training for their role; overall, they averaged 10.6
years of digital security experience. All participants had at least
five years experience in secure computing and three in network
engineering. All SDT participants currently work as developers,
but are also expected to perform basic incident response duties,
including triage if they identify an issue placing their systems at risk.
In fact, in the year prior to our study they did respond to multiple
incidents. While they may not perform incident response tasks
as frequently or at the same scale as full-time incident response
personnel, this as-necessary incident-response requirement means
that all SDT participants are able to perform common incident
response tasks. Further, the frameworks used in this study did
not specify minimum incident-response skill qualification for use,
and in some cases implied that anyone with security knowledge
can design a playbook [8, 38, 55, 66]. As such, we considered SDT
employees eligible to design and use playbooks and representative
of junior incident-response professionals. We note that several
developers outperformed full-time incident response personnel
according to our expert review, and their perspective added richness
to our analysis.
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Figure 1: Our study protocol using two studies to measure the usability of playbooks and frameworks.

We recruited three expert evaluators (E1-3) via email, based on
participant contact lists aggregated during previous research. We
sought experts who had (1) used playbooks within real-world en-
vironments, (2) more than five years of experience working with
incident response management, and (3) management experience
within a security operations center. Our three participants more
than met these criteria: E1 is the director of a security operations
center with more than 300 employees; E2 is the Deputy Chief Infor-
mation Security Officer (CISO) of one of the largest cities in the U.S.;
and E3 is the CISO of a major U.S. financial institution. Collectively,
they averaged 16.7 years of digital security experience. The use of
three experts to evaluate playbooks is consistent with other studies
relying on expert reviews for ground-truth evaluation [32, 65].

3.1.3 Playbook design. We first gave participants group-based, in-
person instruction to familiarize them with using IACD and NIST
frameworks, using an exemplar scenario (not in our main study):
responding to spearphishing links [51]. The session included a slide
presentation with step-by-step instructions for each step or phase
of the relevant framework (see Section 2.1), collaborative develop-
ment of response plans for spearphishing using each framework, a
discussion on how to improve the co-developed plan, and a final
questions-and-answer period.

We based these 30-minute introductory sessions on fundamen-
tals from adult learning research, including learning through exam-
ples and hands-on implementation [6, 44]. The introductory session
was jointly developed by two co-authors who were previously fa-
miliar with both frameworks; both co-authors had used the NIST
framework as part of their full-time jobs and both performed an in-
depth analysis of IACD’s workflow as part of a month-long internal
security audit. One of these co-authors, who has five years of expe-
rience designing incident-response scenarios for organizations as a
consultant and four years of university-level teaching experience,
also served as the instructor. The instructor communicated this
experience to each class to establish credibility. Additionally, the
instructor and co-developer of the introductory session conducted
a pilot with two security professionals to ensure the framework
concepts were thoroughly taught. Results from the pilot sessions

indicated that the session was sufficient and no revisions were
required.

Next, we asked each participant to design two incident response
playbooks, one for each threat scenario (Section 2.3), using publicly-
available references and relevant entries in the MITRE ATT&CK
database [49]. We randomized the assignment of frameworks to sce-
narios, as well as the order in which framework/scenario pairs were
assigned, to mitigate ordering effects. Each participant used each
framework and each scenario once. As playbooks are generally cus-
tomized to a particular environment, participants were instructed
to design the playbook specifically to support their organization
and its network.

After designing each playbook, participants completed an online
survey to understand their impressions of playbook design and
collect participant demographics. We then conducted open-ended
follow-up interviews, averaging half an hour, with each participant.
Questionnaires and interview guides for all segments of both studies
are given in Appendices A and B, respectively. The survey and
interview were designed to address perceived learnability as well
as user satisfaction.

For all surveys and interviews in both studies, two co-authors
jointly analyzed all open-ended questions using iterative initial
coding [13, 54], building the codebook incrementally. Both coders
had prior experience with incident response management as well
as qualitative coding methods. For each response, coders indepen-
dently applied category labels, then jointly discussed. When a new
label was created, the coders re-coded previously coded responses
accordingly. If coders disagreed, the disagreement was logged and
then resolved by agreeing on a final label. We continued this pro-
cess until we coded all responses, resolved all disagreements, and
the codebook was stable (Appendix D).

3.1.4 Playbook evaluation. Participant perceptions are valuable,
but to fully understand usability, error rate measurement is also
needed. We recruited three expert evaluators with extensive play-
book experience in enterprise environments to grade the play-
books. This expert review addresses learnability (actual), efficiency
(whether participants were able to fully complete the task in the
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Brute Force Credential Misuse

NIST IACD NIST IACD

P1 E1, E2 – – E1, E2
P2 E3 – – E3
P3 E1, E3 – – E1, E3
P4 – E1, E2 E1, E2, E3 –
P5 – E3 E3 –
P6 – E1, E3 E1, E3 –
P7 – E2 E2 –
P8 – E1 E2 –
P9 E2, E3 – – E2, E3
P10 E3 – – E3
P11 – E3 E3 –
P12 – E2 E3 –

Table 2: Participants’ playbooks were evaluated by one of
three experts (E1–E3).

alotted tiime), and errors (correctness). We measure playbook cor-
rectness in two dimensions: completeness (addresses the incident-
response task beginning to end) and accuracy (no unnecessary or
incorrect tasks).

For each playbook (anonymized before review), evaluators com-
pleted an online survey with closed- and open-ended questions
aboutwhether the playbook accomplishes its goals, contains enough
detail to be implemented in a real environment, and contains any
likely sources of error.

Because of limited time availability, each evaluator examined
a subset of playbooks. To ensure consistency, 10 of the 24 total
playbooks were assigned to two different evaluators. In the event of
disagreement on any key attributes, the third evaluator was asked
to review the playbook, and their response was used to break the
tie; one playbook required a third evaluation. The remaining 14
playbooks received a single evaluation each. Table 2 shows the
distribution of evaluations.

3.1.5 Limitations. All qualitative research should be interpreted
in the context of its limitations.

Our recruitment materials explained the study’s purpose. This
may have caused self-selection bias: those most interested in the
study topic opting to participate. Therefore, our participants may
have been more engaged in the process than would be expected in
general, allowing us to identify mistakes made in playbook devel-
opment even by motivated practitioners.

Our results may also exhibit demand characteristics, in which
participants are more likely to respond positively due to close inter-
action with researchers [36, 58, 70]. We mitigated this using online
surveys to promote candid feedback. We also used both positively-
and negatively-framed questions to ensure our participants could
provide both perspectives.

In-depth, qualitative studies like ours are not intended to be
generalizable. In particular, although NDC and SDT use organi-
zational structures and technological resources common to many
security-conscious organizations of similar size, specific details
vary across organizations. Further, because our partners are U.S.
organizations, we focus on playbook frameworks recommended
by the U.S. government. Our two selected scenarios both focus on
authentication; these were chosen to reflect needs and priorities of

our partner organizations, but does narrow our scope somewhat.
Nonetheless, we believe our approach can illuminate systemic is-
sues that organizations must account for when adopting playbook
frameworks.

This study is not a direct comparison of two frameworks, but
rather an observational study attempting to identify benefits and
shortcomings for each and for playbook frameworks in general.
Our sample (n=12) is small, but it represents 58% of NDC’s total
workforce during the study period and 21% of SDT’s employees,
and aligns with common practices in HCI [11]. Because of the small
sample and observational nature of the study, we do not attempt
statistical comparisons.

For each qualitative finding, we provide a participant count for
context. However, participants who did not mention a specific
concept when responding to survey or interview questions may
simply have failed to state it, so we do not use statistical hypothesis
tests for these questions.

To limit biases, we selected incident response scenarios for which
our partners did not have existing policies or procedures. This
forced participants to build plans around technologies not yet in
place, which may have contributed to a lack of detail in many
playbooks (see results). However, this limitation is also realistic:
Evaluator E2 said his organization often faces similar situations,
and IACD cites the identification technology gaps as a key function
of playbook design [38].

3.2 Results
Belowwe present the results of our first study, including participant
feedback on the playbook design process, and expert evaluations
of the accuracy and completeness of the designed playbooks.

All participants completed both assigned tasks, averaging 32.8
minutes (𝜎 = 6.1) for IACD and 42.1 minutes (𝜎 = 7.4) for NIST,
which we consider acceptable for learnability and efficiency for a
complex task of this type.We did not observe a noticeable difference
in task completion time based on order.

Overall, participants reported a somewhat favorable perception
of playbook design frameworks and their ability to assist with
incident response efforts. In general, they appreciated thinking
proactively and identifying solutions to realistic threats they might
face in the future. However, expert evaluation suggested about half
of designed playbooks were insufficient.

3.2.1 IACD feedback. Participants identified a variety of positive
and negative features of the IACD framework.
Visualization is a key benefit.Most participants (n=10) identified
the graphical depiction of required tasks as IACD’s most beneficial
attribute. P1 and P4 both indicated that visually distinguishing
between human and automated tasks helped them focus on their
roles during incident response, better understand how to leverage
automated systems, and ensure they are compliant with mandatory
controls.
Playbooks can help make up for lack of experience. P10 noted
that IACD “helpedme organizemy thoughts and guidedme through
problem-solving”; even though he had never responded to the given
scenario in a real event, he believed the framework was helpful
in eliciting the necessary steps to handle it. P12 said, “it allows
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. . . junior defenders to execute something without the guidance of
a senior defender,” especially when a speedy response is critical.
Grouping activities is difficult. Several participants (n=7) had
difficulty grouping similar activities and functions, a core step many
following steps build on. IACD does not provide a list of common
groups to choose from, requiring users to determine their own
groupings. P8 said it took him approximately one hour to develop
a playbook, and a majority of that time was spent attempting to
identify appropriate groupings to use.
Not have enough detail, not enough contingencies. Two partic-
ipants felt the resulting products were too abstract for technicians
to follow during incident-response events. P7 said “the diagram is
nice and easy to follow, but probably also needs a document to go
with it explaining in more detail what each action entails.” Three
others said they were never confident they had provided enough
information. These comments foreshadow many of the difficulties
junior technicians faced using the playbooks for incident response
(Section 4.2.2).

P4 wanted more emphasis on loops (and their exit conditions),
parallel activities conducted simultaneously by both humans and
systems, and multiple possible end states based on conditional tran-
sitions. P12 felt similarly: “The point of a playbook is to recapture
the initiative from the attacker by having several iterations of the
OODA loop3 unrolled,” but felt the IACD did not support multiple
paths. P12 suggested more modeling akin to the cyber kill-chain
framework [77].
Identifying the initiating condition is most important. Ten
participants agreed the “identify the initiating condition” step was
the most important. All 10 described this first step as setting con-
ditions for all follow-on steps, and noted that failure to recognize
the initiating condition would significantly delay or even prevent
incident response; this again foreshadows complications observed
in the second study.

P11 mentioned the initiating condition will be in the playbook
“table of contents,” which technicians will reference when selecting
a playbook during an event. The technician will therefore “need
to be able to correlate what they believe to be occurring with how
you laid out the [initiating condition] entry into the playbook.” All
participants used five or fewer words to describe their initiating
conditions; playbook designers must use concise yet descriptive
terms to cue defender actions.
Identifying regulatory requirements is least important. Eight
participants indicated that “identify regulatory controls and require-
ments” was the least important section of the playbook, noting that
regulatory compliance was not relevant to their job role or was
someone else’s responsibility. P9 said: “Compliance is less of an
issue than actually solving problems.” This sentiment aligns with
prior work suggesting technicians view compliance as inhibiting
security [2, 15].

3.2.2 NIST feedback. Aswith IACD, participants identified benefits
and drawbacks to the NIST framework.
The framework was easy to understand. The most prevalent
positive feedback was that NIST playbooks were easy to understand
3A common decision process in operational environments: observe the situation
(Observe), determine possible responses (Orient), decide which actions to take (Decide),
and take these actions (Act).

(n=5). P6 stated NIST was “[v]ery clear on what steps I needed to
follow and what outputs are expected after each step,” and P4 noted
the “[r]esulting text could be passed on to anyone to help them
perform initial triage.”
The framework prompted for detail. Participants liked that the
NIST framework prompted them to include as much detail as de-
sired for response actions. They felt that fine-grained details would
reduce uncertainty during response actions taken by junior defend-
ers, rather than requiring novices to figure out on the fly how to
implement abstract instructions. Two self-identified managers said
the detail-oriented design of the framework would help security en-
gineers to understand and implement controls or systems required
by the playbook. For example, the NIST framework prompted these
two participants to describe in detail the expected content for an
alert email, providing guidance to security engineers who would
be tasked with building or configuring the alert system.
The framework supports proactive planning. Two participants
appreciated that the NIST framework allowed them to think about
problems before a full-blown crisis occurred. P6 noted that NIST
offered him an option to “identify possible solutions, identify gaps
in technology, and have at least an initial plan in place for handling
the situation.”
More organization may be needed for novices. Participants
(n=5) were concerned that it might be difficult for a novice to
quickly orient themselves to a NIST playbook given the lack of
visual aids, reflecting the importance of accommodating various
learning styles [44]. “It’s all just a bunch of words. During a crisis,
you need something concise and clean to follow,” P8 stated, after
using NIST but prior to using IACD. “I liken it to if IKEA’s instruc-
tions were text only. They wouldn’t be as valuable.” Participants
suggested adding a headline-style title, executive summary, and
visual cues to NIST playbooks.
Even more detail may be needed. Five participants wanted the
NIST framework to require even more fine-grained detail. They
felt the NIST framework was too open-ended, and would have
liked the framework to prompt for exact commands that an analyst
should execute, rather than requiring them to reference another
guide or have the commands memorized. Two other participants
felt the framework did not adequately prompt for decisions and
branching plans to account for incident variability. Two participants
believed NIST did not account for partially-complete tasks. P11 felt
that if there is not a check on task completion, it could result in
unnecessary actions just because it is in a playbook or missed
opportunities to do something in parallel. These comments were
similar to comments about the IACD framework, suggesting that
our participants were looking for detailed, pre-planned responses
that account for branching investigation paths.
Examples and instructions were again a challenge. Two partic-
ipants wished for multiple NIST playbook examples as a reference
during the design process. P4 noted that the NIST framework was
too abstract in places, making it hard to understand what is required
for each step.
Detection and analysis is most important, but no strong con-
sensus. A plurality of participants rated “detection and analysis”
the most critical response step (n=5). All five indicated that know-
ing a security event is underway and they need to take action, even
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if it is a false positive, is invaluable for a defender. P9 stated: “if you
miss it, your plan for responding is useless.” This finding parallels
the importance participants placed on the initiating condition in
IACD playbooks and suggests the importance of user interfaces that
deliver critical information without overwhelming the analyst [10].

Similarly, participants narrowly scored containment, eradication,
and recovery as the NIST framework’s least important phase. Three
participants said this step is only important if a problem is detected,
investigated, and confirmed to be a true positive.

3.2.3 Expert evaluation. Overall, the playbooks participants cre-
ated lacked sufficient detail and suggest that amount of experience
did not meaningfully impact accuracy. Our expert evaluators as-
sessed six of 12 IACD playbooks and five of 12 NIST playbooks as
insufficiently detailed for incident response use; when asked if the
playbook would be likely to adequately respond to the associated
scenario (see Appendix A.2), IACD playbooks averaged 2.71 (𝜎 =
1.40) out of 5 while NIST averaged 3.0 (𝜎 = 1.57).

We next report on some common themes observed by the evalu-
ators across playbooks from both frameworks.
Missing “implied” tasks. Our experts noted that many playbooks
were missing what one evaluator referred to as “implied” tasks:
necessary for the defensive strategy to succeed, but not codified
within the playbook (IACD=4, NIST=3).

As one example, E1 noted that P3’s IACD playbook was missing
investigative steps necessary to confirm whether an alert is a true
or false positive. To do this, the analyst must determine (in the case
of credential misuse) where the login attempt originated from and
why it occurred. In particular, when receiving an alert related to a
honeyword, the analyst should check whether an administrator is
performing a standard periodic login to ensure the account does not
expire, before assuming a valid attack; this step was not included in
the playbook. Further, E1 suggested that if the login attempt does
appear to be a true positive, the analyst should then take steps such
as searching Internet forums for the honeyword to investigate how
and when the credentials were leaked.
Imprecise languagemay cause delay. Evaluators identified three
IACD and four NIST playbooks with imprecise language or instruc-
tions that could delay response efforts. For example, some play-
books rely on client applications running on all workstations. If a
technician pushes commands without first ensuring all clients are
running, the technician may have to re-run the commands once
they identify abnormalities in the results (wasting minutes or even
hours).
Missing essential communications. Our experts agreed most
playbooks missed at least some essential communications; the six
lowest-scoring playbooks per framework all lacked this information.
A sufficiently detailed playbook should include specific information
(name, position, email address, phone number) about who to con-
tact in different circumstances. Expert E2 compared this to a bomb
threat checklist, which allows users to collect essential information
and communicate it to the right people (e.g., calling 911) [71]. Busi-
ness continuity and disaster preparedness experts recommend that
incident responders have essential contact information, as well as
fill-in-the-blank forms for communicating must-know information,
readily available in case of crisis [73].
Missing humans in the loop. A few playbooks (IACD=2, NIST=2)

relied too heavily on automation rather than including humans
in the decision process. For example, several playbooks included
automatic account disabling during a brute-force attack; while su-
perficially sensible, this could result in locking out administrators,
hampering the response. E2 emphasized that when decisions af-
fect critical services or accounts, a human decision maker must be
involved.
Too linear. Evaluators noted that, especially in the case of IACD,
playbooks did not account for parallel actions that humans and
automated systems could accomplish concurrently, increasing effi-
ciency and reducing overall investigation time. For example, while a
technician responding to a brute-force attack searches network traf-
fic for any attempts occurring in real time, automated systems could
query log data and locate attempts from the prior hours or days. We
note that Steps 3 and 4 of the IACD framework ask the playbook
designer to order tasks sequentially and group by functions, which
may inhibit designers from planning parallel tasks.
Some include details and best practices. Our experts did iden-
tify multiple playbooks (IACD=2, NIST=4) with high-quality, fine-
grained detail. P10 included references to best practices such as data
loss prevention (preventing users with insufficient privileges from
accessing sensitive data via credential misuse). Other playbooks
detail steps for determining what information, if any, was stolen
from the network in the event of a successful brute force attack or
credential misuse.
One playbook was not just incomplete but incorrect. The
evaluators identified one playbook (P7, NIST, credential misuse)
as potentially impeding a technician’s ability to respond to the
incident. E2 believed this playbook’s response events were ordered
incorrectly, which could lead an incident responder to miss valu-
able information in one step that would be required later. Both E1
and E2 noted that this playbook lacked root-cause analysis and
therefore could not lead to a successful resolution. Without root-
cause analysis, it is possible for an attacker to regain access or
spread throughout a network undetected while responders focus
on inconsequential details.

After reviewing these expert findings, we conducted a follow-up
interview with P7, a software developer with more than 10 years
of experience in reverse engineering and secure code development
but less exposure than any other participant to network defense
or incident response. P7 said they understood the scenario, but did
not find the NIST framework particularly usable. The playbook
framework guidelines and reference material about each tested
scenario from the MITRE database were not enough to help P7
avoid the ordering mistake that doomed the playbook.

3.3 Summary
This study suggests that the two frameworks we examined have
only moderate usability. Although all participants completed each
playbook design task in under 45 minutes, only about half were con-
sidered by experts sufficiently complete and correct for real-world
use. Participants found the idea of playbooks, and some individ-
ual features of the two frameworks, useful, but also identified key
weaknesses. In particular, participants placed high importance on
identifying the triggering action (in both frameworks) and appre-
ciated the visual process overview associated with IACD, but also
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wanted detailed checklists. Participants appreciated that the NIST
framework came closer to prompting for this amount of detail, but
wanted the framework to go even further, such as requiring exact
syntax for system queries and commands.

4 PLAYBOOK IMPLEMENTATION AND USE
We next detail our second study, which investigates playbook per-
formance in incident response. The goal of this study was to under-
stand whether playbooks developed using the two frameworks we
examined could be implemented and used in practice to improve
incident-response outcomes. In the process, we also examined how
organizations implement and use playbooks, allowing us to make
observations and recommendations that apply to playbooks more
broadly.

To address these questions, we designed a field-deployment study
focusing on implementation processes required to support the play-
book’s incident detection and response plan, then execution of
the response plan during an incident. In a field deployment, re-
searchers introduce a prototype in situ, “within the intended con-
text of use” [61]. A field deployment enables otherwise unavailable
“rich data about how closely a concept meets the target population’s
needs and how users accept, adopt, and appropriate a system in
actual use over time” [61].

In our study, one participant implemented technical controls
called for by the two playbooks, and five personnel from NDC
participated in no-notice exercises that called for use of these im-
plemented playbooks.

4.1 Method
For the field deployment study (December 2019–March 2020), we
selected two playbooks that received high scores from the expert
evaluators and spanned both frameworks and scenarios: P4’s IACD
playbook for brute-force login and P11’s NIST playbook for cre-
dential misuse. We chose the highest scoring playbooks to provide
an upper bound for playbook efficacy; we wanted to identify chal-
lenges that persist even with well-crafted playbooks. We asked one
participant to engineer security solutions based on the playbooks,
and then evaluated their usability during three controlled insider-
threat events. We examine efficiency, errors, and satisfaction to
measure usability.

Despite spending one year obtaining legal approvals and estab-
lishing study protocols with our partners, midway through our
study the SDT legal advisors revoked our permission to modify
network monitoring solutions at SDT. Therefore, no SDT employ-
ees were permitted to participate in this second study. We consider
it acceptable to use P11’s playbook, which was designed for SDT,
within NDC, because (1) it scored well in the expert evaluation and
was noted for containing fine-grained detail, and (2) it could easily
be implemented as-is within NDC, because neither organization
had pre-existing solutions in place, so implementation could start
from a blank slate. As in the first study (Section 3), NDC leaders
informed potential participants about the study, while emphasizing
its voluntary nature. Again, participants were allowed to partici-
pate during work hours but not otherwise compensated and were
assured that participation (or not) would have no effect on perfor-
mance evaluations.

4.1.1 Playbook implementation. In this phase, one participant im-
plemented new technical controls, based on the selected playbooks,
to detect and respond to brute-force attacks and the misuse of valid
credentials within their live network.

It was infeasible for more than one participant to perform imple-
mentation while interacting with the live network; however, this
phase was necessary to enable evaluation during controlled events
(Section 4.1.2). NDC leaders nominated one participant (who sub-
sequently volunteered) for this phase. As such, we do not attempt
to generalize any findings from this process, but instead briefly
comment on our observations from this (previously unexplored in
the literature) process.

After the participant implemented the two playbooks’ controls,
they completed a survey about the experience (Appendix A) and we
conducted an in-depth interview (Appendix B). In this phase, we
focus on the usability of the playbooks themselves, in the context
of the frameworks used to design them.4 The questions focused
primarily on satisfaction from the point of view of the implementer.
We used both positive and negative framing for our survey and
interview questions to mitigate social desirability bias [26].

4.1.2 Playbook use during incident response. The second study’s
main goal was to evaluate the selected playbooks’ usability during
actual incident response. Given actual attacks’ unpredictability,
we worked with NDC leadership to conduct no-notice incident
response exercises to trigger playbook use. Similar approaches are
used in compliance programs, but to our knowledge have never
been used to investigate playbooks.

After our first study (Section 3), NDC leadership instructed all
employees to use the selected playbooks in their daily duties. Copies
of each playbook were provided to participants and placed in a
binder in NDC for easy access. Each technician received a 30-minute
orientation by NDC leaders on how and when to use the playbook.
Technicians were also asked to review the differences between the
playbook they designed in the first study and the ones selected for
use.

To maximize ecological validity, technicians were not informed
the study would include incident-response exercises testing the
playbooks. We discuss this deception further below.

NDC leaders identified one employee as a trusted agent to simu-
late the insider threat. We then coordinated directly with the trusted
insider to schedule the simulated attacks; neither NDC leadership
nor technicians received any advance notice of when they would
occur. We triggered three no-notice incident response exercises on
December 2, 2019 (IR1, brute-force); January 13, 2020 (IR2, creden-
tial misuse); and March 2, 2020 (IR3, credential misuse) to evaluate
NDC’s ability to use the playbooks over time. During these events,
responders were required to log their usage of approved playbooks
as well as any issues they encountered. (We note that NDC techni-
cians are required to log daily actions in detail generally, not just
during incident response.) Further, our trusted insider conducted
and logged debriefs with each participant. Due to security concerns,
we were not permitted to retain copies of the action or debrief logs,
but one co-author reviewed all logs to verify the expected playbooks
were used throughout.

4The implementer, P3, was familiar with both frameworks after participating in our
first study.
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To initiate the brute-force attack, the trusted agent used a script
to rapidly attempt logins against actual user-level domain accounts
throughout the enterprise, using randomly generated passwords.
This attack included 50 total login attempts against two domain
accounts. To initiate the credential misuse attack, the trusted agent
successfully logged into a designated user-level domain account
configured as a honeyword account. Appendix C provides addi-
tional details on how the trusted insider implemented these two
attacks during the incident response exercises.

After each exercise, we asked each participant to complete a
survey about the experience (Appendix A). We conducted in-depth
follow-up interviews with each participant and with the trusted
insider (Appendix B). We also reviewed NDC network and system
logs related to the exercises. Together, the surveys, interviews, and
logs allow us to evaluate the usability of the playbooks themselves;
as part of our analysis process, we place the results in the context
of the frameworks (and what we learned about the frameworks in
the first study). We are able to evaluate satisfaction, errors, and effi-
ciency; we obtain limited insight into learnability when individual
participants first attempt to use the playbooks. We again analyzed
the interviews as described in Section 3.1.3.

For this study, we consider incident response efforts taking less
than 140 minutes to be a success. According to a CrowdStrike
analysis, this is the time required for access expansion by many
nation-state threat actors and criminals [18].

4.1.3 Recruitment and participants. Five people participated in our
second study: one implemented security controls based on the
selected playbooks and participated in two exercises, one partic-
ipated in three exercises, and three participated in one exercise
each (Table 1). Four participants had also participated in designing
playbooks for the first study; P13 joined NDC in late February 2020
and only participated in the final incident response event (IR3).
None of the participants had designed the playbooks we selected
for implementation. As before, all participants knew about play-
books as an industry standard, but none had used a playbook to
respond to an incident. Participants averaged 8.2 years of digital
security experience.
Ethical considerations.No-notice exercises simulating real-world
attacks carry several potential risks: they may create unnecessary
participant stress or cause senior personnel to make unnecessary
decisions based on a fictional threat. To mitigate these risks, we
directed (in consultation with NDC leadership) the trusted insider
to immediately inform participants who detected the event that it
was an exercise. All subsequent written and verbal communications
began with “EXERCISE” to indicate it was not a real event; this
practice is common at NDC. Although participants were told the
incident was an exercise, they were not told it was part of the
playbook study.

Further, NDC leaders agreed not to consider participants’ per-
formance in the exercises (good or bad) in annual performance
reviews, and instead treat the exercise as a learning opportunity to
improve institutional practices. Finally, responding to a controlled
event may detract from NDC’s ability to respond to an actual threat.
To mitigate this, we ensured the events occurred only on days when
NDC was fully staffed. Only 2-3 participants engaged in each re-
sponse effort. As is standard in deception studies, after the final

exercise, we debriefed participants, explained the true nature of
the study, and provided them with an opportunity to withdraw
their data from the study; no participants withdrew. This study was
approved by our institution’s ethics review board.
Limitations. Due to security and legal concerns, we were only
able to conduct this study with one partner organization and five
participants. Small samples like ours are not atypical in HCI for
in-depth observational studies in a field setting [11]. Further, four
of the incident response participants also participated in developing
playbooks during our first study, and one participant in the first no-
notice exercise (P4) developed the playbook that was being tested.
This may have introduced biases about what a playbook should
look like in general. Specifically, it might be expected that P4 would
be motivated to defend the usefulness of the playbook; however,
this did not prove true in practice (see results below). Because of
these factors, we provide observations from this unique opportunity
to observe playbooks in use but do not attempt to generalize our
findings.

Due to our sample size, wewere only able to test a few of the play-
books crafted in the prior study. We chose the two best playbooks,
so that they would have the best chance to demonstrate strengths
and weaknesses even of well-written playbooks. Poorly written
playbooks should be expected to have additional weaknesses; our
study does not draw any conclusions as to the average quality of
already-existing playbooks used by organizations currently.

Ethically, it was necessary to inform participants (after initial
threat detection) that they were participating in an exercise. While
this may somewhat degrade ecological validity, it does not impede
our primary objective: evaluating playbook use without prior notice.
On the other hand, our unique vantage from inside a real organiza-
tion planning to respond to attacks of real concern — and updating
these plans after each exercise — provides unusually strong ecolog-
ical validity overall.

Together, our two studies provide a holistic, end-to-end view
of designing, implementing, and using playbooks for incident re-
sponse. This approach increases validity, while allowing us to take
maximum advantage of our difficult-to-negotiate organizational
partnerships. However, it does introduce limitations because the
second study depends on the results of the first. We nonetheless
believe that our overall observations provide a significant first con-
tribution in this area.

4.2 Results
Below we present our observations about the use of playbooks to
(1) implement new security controls based on the playbook and
(2) use a playbook during an incident-response event. These re-
sults are based on observations, survey answers, and logged digital
security artifacts throughout the network. We report participant
demographics, participant feedback on implementing security con-
trols, and participant feedback on using playbooks during three
incident response events. These observations provide the first struc-
tured evaluation of playbook usability — and the effectiveness of
playbooks designed using the NIST and IACD frameworks — from
within a live security operations center.

4.2.1 Playbook implementation. Participant P3 — the most experi-
enced defender at NDC, with 18 years of hands-on and management
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experience — implemented the security controls called for by the
two selected playbooks. P3 did not design either playbook selected
for implementation; they spent approximately 30 minutes becom-
ing familiar with the playbook requirements before implementing
the requisite controls.

After assessing the playbooks, P3 determined that all of the requi-
site logging mechanisms (e.g., account login failures) and recorded
network traffic already existed; all that was needed was a way to
aggregate this data and correlate events to obtain meaningful in-
formation. After a three-week acquisition and change-oversight
period (detailed below), P3 created within one hour a new alert
dashboard and a data-analysis plan to populate the dashboard with
events. For the first time, NDC had a real-time system to contin-
ually monitor the network for brute-force attacks and credential
misuse. The dashboard is visible on a large monitor displayed in
the front of the NDC workspace and is accessible from each analyst
workstation. If either scenario is detected by the automated system,
the dashboard shows an alert that investigation is needed.

Oversight requirements, change control, and purchasing—mainly
associated with buying new equipment capable of storing and pro-
cessing required amounts of network data — added about three
weeks to the implementation process. Potential delays of this kind
should be taken into account when planning to adopt playbooks
and new security controls. P3 suggested that playbooks explicitly
include implementation requirements such as equipment specifica-
tions and change control procedures to make this more transparent.
Implementation feedback. Overall, our participant responded
neutrally regarding playbook usefulness. P3 felt playbooks might
be useful for more complex problems, but were not especially useful
or time-saving for smaller-scale issues, like those in our scenarios.

P3 also reported needing to rely heavily on their security engi-
neering background, as they found both playbooks too abstract to
directly guide the development of new security controls. P3 slightly
preferred the NIST playbook, citing previous familiarity with the
framework (which they had seen but never used prior to the study).
They reported spending more time with the IACD playbook to
ensure an effective outcome, but attributed this primarily to lack of
familiarity with the framework. P3 hypothesized that IACD’s visual
presentation would be easier for less experienced technicians to
work with, but found the resulting playbook too generic for direct
implementation. P3 reported making many notes to expand on each
step and recommended adding complementary reference sheets
providing detailed instructions for each step.

4.2.2 Playbooks in use. We next present observations about the
use of incident response playbooks by five participants in an enter-
prise environment during three no-notice incident-response events.
During the first two events, the playbooks had mostly negative re-
sults: experienced security professionals did not feel the playbooks
added much value to their response efforts, and a junior analyst
struggled with detecting the events. After modifying the playbooks
based on feedback from participants and our experts, as well as
lessons learned from the first two incident response events, the
perceived utility of the playbooks increased noticeably during the
third event.
IR1 outcomes. During the first event, our trusted agent initiated
a no-notice brute-force login attack against two user accounts. P4

(who had developed the playbook being tested) was the first to
detect the event, notifying his supervisor of a potential incident
10 minutes after attack execution. P3 independently detected the
event two minutes later. The supervisor informed both participants
that this was an exercise, and that they were to finish investigating
the breach independently and without informing other technicians.
Within one hour of detecting the threat, both participants success-
fully identified the point of origin for the attack, recommended
removing the infected system from the network, identified the per-
son using the now-quarantined system, and notified the physical
security team about the (notional) insider threat.

P2, however, did not detect the attack until 14 days later. P3 and
P4 left all attack logs in place after their investigation concluded,
to provide P2 with more chances to detect the attack in the future
(and allow us to assess P2’s response decisions). According to the
NDC supervisor, it is common for multiple technicians to check the
same security logs and dashboard for alerts for redundancy. The
brute-force alert appeared on P2’s dashboard at least 19 different
times during morning and evening checks, but P2 did not recognize
it.

Once P2 realized an event had occurred, they made an initial
report to a supervisor within 10 minutes. After that, it took P2
four hours to successfully identify the root cause of the attack (and
the associated user) and submit an incident report to the physical
security team. Altogether, 335 hours elapsed between the initiation
of the attack and P2’s report.
IR1 feedback. We asked P3 and P4 how the playbook contributed
to their success. Both said the brute-force playbook (IACD, by
P4) clearly guided them to correct actions. However, both largely
credited their past security experience rather than the playbook for
the successful outcome. P3 noted they “got to a point where I knew
what to do and looking at the playbook just slowed me down.” In
particular, both said they relied on knowledge from past experience
to make up for missing details, such as access log query syntax to
determine who was logged in at the system that initiated the attack.
P4 said the playbook “would have been more useful during IR if it
had the commands instead of having to Google them.”

P2 confirmed that they used the playbook, but nonethelessmissed
the alert associated with the brute-force attack all 19 times. They
said, “the playbook did not have enough information for us to con-
duct a step-by-step walk-through. Because I was unfamiliar with
the new [brand] dashboard, I didn’t know what the alerts would
look like compared to normal data.” This suggests the 30-minute
orientation session was insufficient for this novice defender to
learn how and when to use the playbook. Because P2 missed the
alerts, they never identified the initiating condition that requires a
technician to use the incident response playbook. This aligns with
participants’ comments in Section 3.2 that the triggering event is
the most important step in a playbook design framework.

Further, P2 commented that since it was their “first time using
[the playbook], we needed to work out who to inform and when.
Identifying critical information for each step and who needs to
know it would have saved time.” P2’s supervisor rejected three
reports during the 10-minute initial response window because they
lacked sufficient detail.
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P2 also noted that having two playbooks available delayed their
response: faced with a stressful situation, P2 read through both
playbooks to ensure they were using the correct one. There was
no table of contents and no easily identifiable markings in the
playbook headers (like bolded or colored text) to help an analyst
quickly choose the correct playbook. “It would help to more clearly
identify which playbook is for which event.” P2 commented that
this problem could become worse with more playbooks for other
kinds of incidents.
IR2 outcomes and feedback. P2 and P3 participated in IR2, a
credential-misuse event conducted in January 2020. (P4 was un-
available due to off-site training.)

P3 again successfully responded to the incident, performing
nearly identically to their response in IR1 and resolving the situation
in 65 minutes. P2 again failed to recognize the significance of alerts
generated during the attack; we chose to end the incident after 11
days with no recognition.

Aswith IR1, both participants noted theNIST-framework credential-
abuse playbook (by P11) lacked sufficient detail, and P3 again relied
heavily on past experience. P2 provided two possible explanations
for failing to detect the incident. Primarily, P2 said they took “sev-
eral weeks off from work for the holiday season,” causing playbook
familiarity to atrophy. Second, P2 did not believe they would be
evaluated with the playbook a second time. These comments align
with findings from previous adult learning theories about the im-
portance of continual, hands-on practice with new concepts [6, 44].
Resetting after failure. After IR1 and IR2, we worked with NDC
to revise the playbooks, applying feedback received in the first
study and in this study so far. Refining a prototype during a field
deployment is common and valuable [61]. This also fits NIST guide-
lines for refining incident response procedures based on lessons
learned after an event [14].

In particular, we sought to address three interrelated concerns
that surfaced repeatedly: 1) playbooks contained insufficient detail
for use during incident response, 2) too much experience was re-
quired to use the playbooks properly (making things difficult for
novices), and 3) identifying a playbook trigger was the most critical
challenge.

First, we asked all NDC participants to collectively improve both
playbooks by adding details appropriate for use by an entry-level
technician, including click-by-click instructions for GUIs and spe-
cific text for command-line interfaces. As the playbooks expanded
in detail, technicians documented lengthy processes by creating
complementary guides alongside the playbooks. Technicians also
made changes focused on recognizability: creating a table of con-
tents for all playbooks, using bold-font titles on each playbook, and
including summaries for what the playbooks are intended to help
with.

Collectively, NDC participants walked through both scenarios
in a tabletop exercise, annotated playbook gaps, and later made
updates accordingly. For example, this process revealed that com-
munication instructions were not yet sufficiently detailed. After
the exercise, technicians made cheat sheets documenting which
information must be reported to whom for each playbook step. P2
said it “became more clear that communication was critical during
these stressful events.”

Next, we asked NDC to implement a more collaborative model
in which technicians could work together while using playbooks.
In particular, junior technicians were encouraged to ask questions
and seek advice from senior leaders and technicians. After these
changes, we allowed one month to pass before initiating our final
incident-response event.
IR3 outcomes and feedback. The trusted insider initiated IR3 (cre-
dential abuse) in March 2020. Volunteers P2 and P13 were selected
by NDC leadership as participants. P13 joined NDC two weeks prior
to IR3 and completed all the on-board training related to playbooks
that NDC had implemented. P3 and P4 were unavailable for IR3
due to other job obligations.

Both participants successfully detected (P2=3 min, P13=5 min)
and responded to (P2=90 min, P13=104 min) the threat within our
140-minute threshold. P2 said that the more detailed steps added
to the playbooks and the new mentorship program helped dras-
tically with their understanding of how to respond to events and
communicate more effectively with their supervisors. P13 said, “As
a new employee, it helped me better understand our mission and
how to do my job if a supervisor is not available.” By complet-
ing the on-boarding training using playbooks, P13 felt they more
completely understood their role and responsibilities within NDC:
“This is what I do, this is what is required of me.” This supports
previous claims regarding the usefulness of playbooks for helping
professionals learn new responsibilities and technologies [33].

While we cannot generalize from this one experience, IR3 sug-
gests that, when they include sufficient detail as well as additional
practice and orientation, playbooks may be useful to help junior
technicians with incident response. Future work is needed, how-
ever, to investigate the extent to which different elements of the
implemented improvements are useful.

4.3 Summary
Even the top-rated playbooks designed using both frameworks re-
quired significant modifications to be useful, especially for junior
technicians. During IR1 and IR2, experienced technicians used the
playbooks — created within 45 minutes in the first study — success-
fully, but credited their success to prior experience rather than the
playbooks. A junior technician was unable to respond within the
expected time window in either case.

After updating the playbooks (and associated organizational
processes) using lessons learned from our studies, two junior tech-
nicians used them to mitigate a credential misuse attack within 110
minutes.

These findings suggest that the playbook frameworks we as-
sessed are not sufficient on their own, but may be useful as part of
a larger process for developing and institutionalizing playbooks;
further research is required for validation.

5 RELATEDWORK
We are not aware of other research exploring the application of
playbooks or the use of playbook frameworks within real-world
information security settings. We report here on other research
examining security operations in general, as well as how playbooks
— and guidelines for developing them — are used in other domains.
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5.1 Security operations
In an ethnographic study, Sundaramurthy et al. find that frequent
“burnout” and turnover among security analysts, caused in part by
poor management and communication as well as overly repetitive
tasks and poorly aligned metrics, decreases the overall effectiveness
of security operations [67]. Kokulu et al. found that analysts iden-
tify similar issues, particularly poor communications and disjoint
priorities, as key challenges in their work [43]. Dietrich et al. asked
system administrators — a separate but often overlapping group
from security analysts — about security misconfigurations, finding
again that management issues, lack of communication, and overly
repetitive tasks impede the application of known security fixes [23].

In follow-up work, Sundaramurthy et al. developed and tested
tools to improve security operations, concluding that tools must be
customize to specific operational environments [68]. A case study
within the New York City Cyber Command found that teaching
staff to use threat modeling improved communication and enabled
proactive planning to strengthen security [64].

In this work, we studied playbooks rather than operations in
general, but we similarly found that tailoring to the environment
and emphasizing communications are critical aspects for success.

5.2 Playbooks in other domains
Business continuity plans (BCPs) help minimize financial losses,
ensure the continuation of core functions, ensure resource avail-
ability, and train employees. Many organizations are required by
insurance or regulations to have BCPs. Numerous references pro-
vide reporting templates for communicating essential information,
how-to guides for audits, and training scenarios for a vast array of
situations that may cause damage to a business [7, 30, 35]. BCPs typ-
ically contain fine-grained detail to assist with implementation and
auditing (similar to the playbooks used during IR3). BCP training
varies, but typically involves intricate exercises [35].

U.S. government agencies maintain playbooks for natural disas-
ter continuity and health emergency preparedness, among other
crises [73]; libraries of pre-made disaster response playbooks are
available for reference [27, 53, 76].

In the medical field, crisis resource management combines stan-
dard medicinal practices with non-technical skills to ensure expo-
sure to best practices for likely emergency situations [12]. Studies
found that simulated rehearsals with response action “playbooks”
gave participants confidence that the lessons learned would transfer
to real-life situations [59].

Pilot training uses simulation to allow aviators to experience
dangerous situations (even cyber attacks) prior to entering a real
cockpit [28, 62]. This readiness and preparedness goes beyond the
cockpit, with much emphasis on future readiness when presented
with large-scale disruptions like natural disasters or acts of terror-
ism [24, 34]. Allowing international organizations and pilots alike
to rehearse and refine their playbooks improves their ability to
handle threats.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Using two studies derived from partnerships with twomulti-million-
dollar security organizations, we provide the first structured evalu-
ation of playbook framework usability and playbook effectiveness

within an enterprise environment. Overall, our findings suggest
that playbook frameworks are moderately usable for technicians
designing playbooks, but do have important areas for improve-
ment. We find that even the top rated playbooks generated using
these frameworks may require significant modification to meet
their goals of helping technicians implement the associated secu-
rity controls and then respond to security incidents. Perhaps the
most significant drawback, observed in all phases of our evaluation,
is that the frameworks do not elicit playbooks written in sufficient
detail for real-world use. More experienced technicians were able
to rely on their prior knowledge to fill in these gaps, but junior
participants struggled to make use of the playbooks. Additionally,
our findings align well with usability concerns from other domains:
notifications within life-or-death naval interfaces must prompt user
response actions [60] and communication (both internal and ex-
ternal) during disaster management is critical [30]. Based on these
results, we make several suggestions for information that should
be included in playbooks — and therefore elicited by frameworks —
and changes to associated organizational processes.

6.1 Improvements to playbooks and
frameworks

Our expert reviews and field study demonstrated the need for spe-
cific information or playbook structures which are not currently
suggested in the NIST or IACD frameworks. Here we suggest sev-
eral elements which should be included in playbooks to make them
more useful; accordingly, frameworks should therefore prompt for
their inclusion.
Playbooks should be easy to quickly select and comprehend.
Playbooksmust be usable during stressful situations. Minor changes
such as using boldface titles, using a table of contents to organize
multiple playbooks, and affixing summaries atop playbooks seemed
to help technicians in our field deployment study quickly select the
appropriate playbook for a given situation. Playbook frameworks
could provide well structured templates to support standardization
and easy reference across playbooks.
Playbooks should provide detail. Technicians of all experience
levels indicated that highly-detailed instructions (from best prac-
tices) are critical. Playbook designers should not assume user exper-
tise with various technology platforms or command-line interfaces.
Instead, they should provide detailed instructions both for imple-
menting required security controls and for incident response. These
recommendations are congruent with incident response playbooks
released by Microsoft after this study [47]. Frameworks should
emphasize the importance of detailed instructions and provide ex-
amples of sufficient and insufficient levels of detail.
Links to outside resources may be helpful to provide detail
without information overload. Our participants consistently
asked more detail; however, there can be a fine line between enough
and too much information. Too much information could slow re-
sponse time as technicians sift through details to determine appro-
priate next actions. One possible mitigation could be to include
links and references to external resources such as best-practice
repositories, allowing designers to convey important information
without overly cluttering the playbook itself. Further research is
needed to explore the appropriate balance.
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Playbooks should prompt regular communication. The NIST
playbook framework emphasizes communication throughout inci-
dent response, but IACD allows the designer to determine which
communication is essential or optional. Our studies suggest that
playbooks should prompt technicians about what information to
record as well as who to inform and when. Incident response com-
munication issues (e.g., inaction or incomplete information shar-
ing) were also seen in disaster management training scenarios [30].
Adapting best practices such as fill-in forms (like those found in
DHS bomb threat checklist [71]) could be useful for improving
communication, and frameworks could support this approach with
templates and examples.
Frameworks should provide structured guidance for task
grouping. Playbook designers using IACD had difficulty grouping
tasks together, in part because the instructions left the choice of
groupings open-ended and provided little guidance for how to
identify and label groups. Playbook frameworks might consider
providing multiple-choice options for category selection, guides
with more detailed prompts, or a large corpus of training examples
annotated with explanations.
Playbooks should support non-linear actions. Playbook frame-
works should prompt designers to plan for non-linear actions: ac-
complishing tasks in parallel to expedite investigation and account-
ing for multiple scenarios that may occur during response. Offering
best practices for a variety of likely encounters and adversarial
actions could allow responders to maintain momentum during an
investigation.
Playbooks should state intent, not just actions.We also suggest
including the intent associated with every task within the playbook.
Helping users understand why a task is relevant may allow them
to exercise initiative and improve overall response efforts [22].
Additionally, our experts suggested that intent specification may
help security engineers who are implementing automation solu-
tions based on playbook design to better understand and meet
requirements. Again, frameworks have a role to play in prompting
playbook designers to include intent specification.

6.2 Improvements to organizational processes
to support playbook adoption

Our results also suggest potential changes beyond the playbooks
themselves, which would likely improve incident response using
playbooks.
Initiating alerts should be meaningful and noticed. Techni-
cians must understand the initiating condition for incident response
and be able to detect it – everything that follows the initiating con-
dition is irrelevant if defenders do not recognize the need for action.
Engineers who implement detection mechanisms must generate
meaningful alerts and should consider requiring a technician’s ac-
knowledgement [17]. This is consistent with usability concerns for
life-or-death naval interfaces [60].
Tabletop exercises should be conducted to identify playbook
gaps. During the evaluation phase, all three experts recommended
using tabletop exercises [75] to iteratively update each playbook
until it is sufficiently detailed and tailored specifically for the local

environment. These exercises can be used to validate that the play-
book is complete and that all necessary policies and procedures
are in place to support incident response. These exercises were
perceived as helpful to the playbook revision process we observed.
Improving perceived playbook usefulness can fuel adoption.
Expectancy theory [3] suggests that if playbooks do not feel useful,
it is unlikely they will be used. We hope that improving playbooks
themselves, as described above, will improve perceived usefulness,
but organizational culture around playbooks may also play an im-
portant role. In our second study, organizational improvements
such as mentorship programs, peer partnering, and continual rein-
forcement of the playbook process were cited by our participants
as helpful in improving their perception of playbook usefulness.
Organizational constraints’ impact on playbook design and
use should be considered. Finally, we argue that playbook design-
ers must consider organizational concerns and processes. Particular
constraints, such as requiring approval to make changes to a net-
work or limiting hardware purchases to approved vendors, may
shape an organization’s incident response strategy and therefore
its playbook design. Designing a playbook that meets best practices
and conforms to local constraints may require significantly more
effort and time than the averages in Section 3.1.2.

6.3 Lasting playbook adoption at NDC
One year after our study concluded, NDC employees briefly de-
scribed to us their continued adoption of incident response play-
books, which are in sustained use within daily network defense
operations. NDC found considerable benefit in using the playbooks
to on-board new employees. They internally developed seven addi-
tional playbooks for scenarios defenders are likely to encounter, to
complement the two from our study. These playbooks are used for
routine familiarization training every month. However, due to high
operational demands, NDC had not (as of our communication) con-
ducted any additional incident response exercises since the study
concluded.

6.4 Future work
As a first, exploratory step, the goal of this work is not to provide a
final answer. Instead, our results provide insights grounded in a real
operational environment, which can be tested in follow-on work.
Our preliminary evaluation of the usability of playbook frameworks
and resulting playbooks suggests many potential directions for
future work. First, further research is needed to understand whether
and how our results generalize to organizations with different sizes,
cultures, existing security technologies, and levels of technician
experience. Additionally, future work should consider whether
our results generalize to other attack scenarios less familiar to
the participants. Direct comparison of frameworks — which may
require sacrificing some ecological validity to obtain larger sample
sizes and more experimental control — is also a critical area for
continuing research.

Another possible research direction is to evaluate whether adapt-
ing existing playbooks, drawn from numerous community contri-
butions [8, 38, 42, 48, 55], is more or less effective than using a
framework to generate a brand-new playbook tailored to a specific
environment.
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Additionally, we suggest exploring how security automation
can support many of the manual tasks executed throughout these
studies. IACD specifically was designed to help automate response
actions; understanding effective ways to share vendor-specific au-
tomationmethodologies may assist organizations in using playbook
frameworks.
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A SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
A.1 Design phase
After using the *FRAMEWORK* playbook design framework, please
answer the following:

Rate each step in order of importance for completing the play-
book, with #1 being the most important step. <Drag and drop list
of steps based on framework>

Please explain why you ranked <TOP CHOICE> step most im-
portant. <open response>

Please explain why you ranked <LOWEST CHOICE> step least
important. <open response>

Please provide any positive feedback you may have on using the
*FRAMEWORK* playbook design framework.

Please provide any negative feedback you may have on using the
*FRAMEWORK* playbook design framework, especially any parts
that you felt were confusing or needed additional information.

Please provide any neutral feedback you may have on using the
*FRAMEWORK* playbook design framework. Do you feel anything
was missing? Anything that could be better designed?

Demographics:
What is the highest level of school you have completed or the high-
est degree you have received?
Please estimate the number of years experience you have in the
digital security and information technology fields:
Please indicate which role most accurately reflects your current
position:
Please estimate the organization size that you work in:

A.2 Evaluation phase
Is this playbook sufficiently detailed to implement and actually
detect the event? <Yes, no, unsure>
How likely is the playbook to adequately respond to the scenario
event <1 to 5, with 1 being least likely>?
Please explain why this playbook would or would not adequately
respond to the event. <open response>
Are there errors in the provided playbook that would hinder re-
sponse efforts? <Yes, no, unsure>
Are there critical elements of a response plan missing from the
playbook? <open response>
Do you have any other feedback for this playbook? Explain. <open
response>
Demographics:
What is the highest level of school you have completed or the high-
est degree you have received?
Please estimate the number of years experience you have in the
digital security and information technology fields:
Please indicate which role most accurately reflects your current
position:
Please estimate the organization size that you work in:

A.3 Implementation phase
Based on your experiences, please indicate which framework was
more useful for each task:
<Matrix ranging from NIST much better, NIST better, no difference,
IACD better, IACD much better>
Identifying assets at risk:
Identifying required response tasks:
Building a comprehensive plan:
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Being easily understandable:
Being easily implementable:
Please provide any positive feedback you may have for NIST with
respect to implementing a playbook. <open response>
Please provide any negative feedback you may have for NIST with
respect to implementing a playbook. <open response>
Please provide any positive feedback you may have for IACD with
respect to implementing a playbook. <open response>
Please provide any negative feedback you may have for IACD with
respect to implementing a playbook. <open response>
Were there any unexpected modifications you had to make to im-
plement your plan using NIST? <open response>
Were there any unexpected modifications you had to make to im-
plement your plan using IACD? <open response>

A.4 Utilization phase
From intrusion event to detection, how much time do you assess
passed? How did you determine an event occurred? <open re-
sponse>
Were there any unexpected issues associated with detecting the
event? What decisions did you have to make during detecting the
event that were not covered in the playbook? <open response>
From detection to initial response using a playbook, how much
time do you assess passed? <open response>
Were there any unexpected issues associated with initial response?
<open response>
What decisions did you have to make during responding to the
event that were not covered in the playbook?<open response>
From initial response to threat neutralization, how much time do
you assess passed? <open response>
How did you determine the event was stabilized/quarantined to a
sufficient level?<open response>
Were there any unexpected issues associated with threat neutral-
ization?<open response>

B INTERVIEW GUIDE
For each survey response across all phases that required follow-up
questions:
In your survey, you indicated *TOPIC*. Could you please explain
more information about *TOPIC*?

For each expert evaluation survey response required follow-up
questions:
In your response, you indicated *TOPIC*. Could you please explain
more information about *TOPIC*? How would you handle this in
your organization? Have you encountered this situation in your
organization before? Do you have any insight that would not nec-
essarily be intuitive for people following playbook frameworks?

For our trusted insider during the utilization phase:
What time did you initiate your attack?
Were there any special considerations when you conducted the
attack?
What times did participants report detecting the attack?

How long until they initiated initial response actions?
How long did they take to neutralize the threat?
Were there any observations that stuck out to you?

For each participant during the utilization:
In your survey response, you indicated *TOPIC*. Could you please
explain why you felt *TOPIC* presented a unique challenge? Was
there anything that could have prepared you more for *TOPIC*?

C ATTACK SCENARIOS
Study participants developed and used playbooks to detect and re-
spond to two attack scenarios: brute-force login attempts and valid
credential misuse. Our trusted insider used Powershell scripts to
automatically execute these attacks from a trusted virtual machine
logically located within the local NDC network. Our trusted in-
sider changed the IP address of the attack system for each incident
response event to ensure defenders could not develop signatures
based on the attack source, but instead focused on the behavior of
the attack. Additionally to enhance realism, the network address
range used for attacks by our trusted insider provided legitimate
services within the local NDC network and could not have been
blocked without the loss of critical services.

When executing brute-force login attempts, the attacker’s Power-
shell script would initiate the attack using valid domain usernames
and randomly-generated passwords against two domain accounts;
the script randomly selected legitimate systems within the net-
work as targets and repeated login attempts 50 times per incident
response event.

Our trusted insider leveraged the automated credential misuse
script to initiate one successful login to a randomly-selected domain-
connected system using the honeyword account credentials. Next,
the script would then initiate one more successful login from the
“exploited” system into a neighboring domain-connected system to
simulate malicious lateral movement and access expansion using
compromised credentials within the target network.

D CODEBOOK
Codebook for both case studies is available for viewing at: https:
//controlc.com/c5e40525.

E PLAYBOOK EXAMPLES
Exemplar playbooks made from study participants using the IACD
(Figure 2) and NIST (Figure 3) playbook frameworks.
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Figure 2: Participant P4’s IACD playbook for brute force login attempts.

Figure 3: A sample of Participant P11’s NIST playbook for credential misuse attempt.
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